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Provisional 2nd Part Panel for the Post of Goods Guard (Cat. No. 3 of Level-5) against CEN-

01/2019 (NTPC) for recruitment of Graduate & Under Graduate Posts 

 

On the basis of the performance in 1st Stage CBT held from 28.12.2020 to 31.07.2021(in 

various phases), 2nd Stage CBT held from 09.05.2022 to 17.06.2022 (in various phases),  

and verification of the documents of candidates held from 14.12.2022 to 19.12.2022 and 

23.12.2022 (Absentee DV) and on being found medically fit, the candidates with the 
following Roll Numbers have been provisionally empanelled against the post of Goods Guard 

(Cat. No. 3 of Level-5) under CEN-01/2019 (NTPC) for the recruitment of Graduate & 

Under Graduate Posts and their names are being forwarded to Principal Chief Personnel 

Officer, N. F. Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati. Further course of action on their appointment 

will be taken by Principal Chief Personnel Officer, N. F. Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati 

after due verification & ensuring fulfilment of eligibility criteria like production of 
Original/Current Certificates of Educational/Technical Qualification, Date of Birth, Caste, 

Past Character/antecedents/Affidavits where necessary etc. according to the Centralised 

Employment Notice No. 01/2019 (NTPC) and corrigendum issued thereto from time to time. 

The candidates will be informed individually by the office of the Principal Chief Personnel 

Officer, N. F. Railway, Maligaon, Guwahati. All candidates will be required to submit an 
affidavit that their Degree/Diploma certificate and Caste certificate, as the case may be, are 

genuine and valid.  

 
This is a Provisional 2nd Part Panel prepared after keeping vacancies for the candidates for 

which medical fitness is awaited and for replacement of candidates absent during the 
document verification. 

 

This panel is purely provisional and does not, in any way, give any right to the candidates 

for appointment in Railways. This RRB reserves the right to cancel or modify the panel.  The 

Roll Numbers are arranged in ascending order and not in order of merit. While every care 
has been taken in publishing the result, this RRB reserves the right to rectify any 

inadvertent error or typographical mistake.  

 

Goods Guard (Cat. No. 3 of Level-5) 
 

311191220011485 311191310055877 311191310070623 311192220043412 

311192310024094 311192310038084 311193120020633 311194190035918 

311194220062860 311194220069559 311194260045892 311195310008418 
 

 

End of List: Total 12 candidates. 

 
Date: 5th January, 2023 
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